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STELLAR JOCKEYS APRIL NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys newsletter for April 2022. This one is again

spacer-themed but will be brief due to the inclusion of GIFs.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Uprezzing The Arlo

Following on from last month's spacer powersuit, what you see above is

the Arlo spacer agrav at its new resolution in the Brigador Killers engine.

To give you an idea of what the Arlo used to look like, here is the same

vehicle at twice the normal camera zoom back in the original Brigador.

http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f61366337753670387335
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What should stand out is there's a noticeable increase in visual �delity

and several more greebles, so let's take a look at the �nal 3D render of

the new Arlo for the �ner details.

The upshot of a higher resolution means not only obvious details like

weathering that couldn't be seen clearly before can now stand out, but

also less obvious details like lifting points (one has to consider how such

vehicles get hoisted on- and o�-world and re�ect that in the design, after

all) as well as how such parts of the vehicle cast self shadows - all of which

come together to better sell the "realness" of this �ctional �oating vehicle.
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Lastly, the uprezzing to a "true" scale for BK has also resulted in making

the agrav much more threatening than we'd anticipated. This last GIF

de�nitely won't �t in this email (and ignore that the Arlo is corvid blue; it

was a test render at the time) but check out this scene of what it's going

to look like going up against an Arlo on the infantry scale.

Final Day Of March Merch Promocode

Depending on when you open this email, you may only have a few more

hours left to enter the promocode PREMIUM at checkout (or click the

button below ) to get 15% o� all products from our merch store -

minimum order value of 8 USD required, promotional code active

until 23:59 CST, April 30th 2022.

15% Discount  Expires TODAY!

Community Spotlight

We've only space to �t in just one for this month, but it's a good one.

Flyingdebris decided to signi�cantly expand on last month's concept art

of a spacer tac rig with ceriseCisilipp's help. Presenting: Zeds of a feather.

This was not the only community content to be created this past month.

As ever, the #becks_best  channel on our Discord server has plenty more
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fan illustrations, videos and other delights.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

We're �nishing up our current milestone and expect May's newsletter to

bring some fresh updates about our progress on Brigador Killers. Thank

you for sticking with us.

Stellar Jockeys

2711 N Albany Ave #1
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